Inscription. l when complete. The larger one of the two (186) must have measured about 3^ in. X 6 in., the smaller one about 2-f in. X 5 in. Each however has a rectangular projection at the top which is pierced through horizontally, and by which it was evidently intended that the tablet should be hung up. The accompanying diagrams will make my description clearer: fig. ι gives the shape of the obverse of the tablet, while fig. 2 gives the shape of the tablet as seen from the side.
As will be seen from the text, the projection at the top of each tablet is inscribed with double lines which join the corners diagonally; in the case of Bu. 91 -5 -9, 186, a similar device is drawn on the upper surface of the projection, and, on turning the tablet over, it will be seen that the reverse of the projection and the end of the tablet itself, which is not covered by the text, also contain these diagonal lines; moreover, each of the parallelograms, the opposite corners of which are joined in this manner, have similar double, and in two instances treble, lines ruled along at least two of their sides. It may be that these lines were intended merely as a means of decoration, but the evidence of Bu. 91 -5-9, 174 seems to indicate that they had some deeper signification, in as much as a short inscription is contained by each of the four triangular spaces or compartments, into which the obverse of the projection in this tablet is divided by its diagonals. These inscriptions in the upper, left, right, and lower compartments read respectively as follows: -HF-
It is possible that each of these expressions is to be taken by itself, or it may be that those opposite each other go together, e. g. sulmu in conjunction with Marduk might possibly be intended in insure the favour of that god. The exact signification of the words, however, is not obvious, but that they had some esoteric meaning, and from their juxtaposition exerted some magical influence or spell is far from improbable.
Of more certain interpretation is the inscription of two lines which runs along the top of the projection in the same tablet and which reads: -Here ^^j" is probably parakku "shrine", the two lines containing the invocation: "May the shrine of ^qr-i and >-*f-]*->~^H be over this house!" The importance of the phrase rests in the last three words for they serve in some measure to indicate the object for which the tablet was written". It has already been pointed out that the projection at. the top of each tablet is pierced, so that it would seem they were intended to be hung up on a wall, for they are far too large to be suspended from the person as an amulet; the words Hi blti αηηι, "upon this house", proves that this was the case. For what object and in what house the tablet could be hung will be apparent from an examination of the text.
The tablets are duplicates of one another and also of K 1282, which, according to its colophon is the fifth tablet of the DMarra-senes. The text of the tablet, first recognised and translated by GEORGE SMITH, x ) was published by E. T. HARPER and ZIMMERN in the Beitr ge, Bd. Π, pp. 491 ff. and a transliteration and translation of the reverse was given by HARPER, op. tit., pp. 432 ff. Our two new duplicates restore a good many lines at the beginning of the tablet, while from the rev. of Bu. 91-5-9, 186 l) T/ie Chaldean Account of Genesis, pp. 132 ff.
we obtain a somewhat important correction of the text of K 1282 as given by HARPER.
The beginning of 1. 23 of the reverse of that tablet is transliterated by HARPER as ina biti a-iar btti bu-$a-a-$u $ak-nu, a rather puzzling expression which HARPER renders "Im Hause oder wo sonst sein Besitz verwahrt ist". The fifth sign in the line however, which HARPER reads aŝ 1111) though a little rubbed, should certainly be read fc>J II [ x )> a reading that is rendered quite certain by the corresponding passage in Bu. 91-5-9, 186, where the sign vJ 111 is clearly written. The phrase should therefore read ina biti a~$ar dup-pu $a-a-$u $ak-nu, "in the house where this tablet is set", while the suffixes in 1. 25 refer, not to the dupSarru mentioned in 1. 20, but to the biti in 1. 22 (or possibly to the duppu, and by implication the house). This reading in addition to clearing up a difficult expression is further recommended by the improvement it introduces into the structure of the song. The general idea running through the concluding lines of the text is that the song inscribed on the tablet will bring prosperity on all connected with it, on the singer who sings it (1.18 f.), on the scribe who learns it (11. 20-22), and finally on the very house where the tablet is placed: "In the house where that tablet is set, should Dibbarra be angry and Imina-bi cause destruction, the dagger of pestilence shall not approach it, unharmed it shall remain!" The object is now plain with which the two tablets of the 91-5--9 Coll. were provided with holes by which they might be hung up. As Dibbarrcfs own word was pledged to insure the house in which they hung against the pestilence, it would be courting destruction not to make use of the god's clemency, and we may te sure that during a visitation of the plague not many houses in Assyria would be without their "plague-tablets" hanging in the entrance. 6 ) .....;
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The translation of the tablet begins: When Dibbarra was appeased The gods all of them were humble The Igigi, the Anunnaki, all those that went [before him were cast down(?).] Then Dibbarra opened his mouth and unto spake: "Pay heed, all of you, to my words . . . . . Truly did I in my former sin plan evil, In my heart I was angry and the people I cast down!"
In the next few lines Dibbarra describes the havoc he wrought, and at line 16 he is interrupted by the god Ishum. For a translation of the reverse of the tablet, with the exception of the passage already discussed, see HARPER, B A. II, p. 433-
2) Κ 1282 a-pi-it-ti. It is hard to decide whether this practical use of the legend was an ancient custom in Babylonia or of recent Assyrian growth. It may possibly be urged that after the legends had been arranged and collected by the scribes of Ashurbanipal they were employed in this manner by his command; it appears to me however to be more probable that we may see in these two tablets a survival of a time long previous to the essentially literary age of the later Assyrian empire. While the nation was still young the stories and traditions of her gods and heroes were the property, and in greater part the product, of the common people, and not the exclusive possession of a priestly class. The stories were not preserved on carefully arranged and numbered tablets stored in the royal library, but were a living tradition among the peasants of the land, for whom they had a practical rather than a literary interest. If a man, for instance, wished to escape the ravages of the plague-god, he must know the story of his exploits and the manner in which his wrath was turned aside; and further by hanging up in his house a tablet inscribed with a hymn in praise of the god he would procure for his household complete immunity from the disease.
The fact that the text of these two plague -tablets corresponds almost word for word with that of the 5th tablet of the Dibbarra-series as compiled for Ashurbanipal does not tell against this supposition, though no doubt it points to the date at which the former were actually written. Supposing that plague-tablets were employed at an earlier period they may well have differed in their text from the two that have come down to us. But when once the legends had been finally arranged and edited, it would only be natural for the scribe to conform his text to that of the official version.
